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Summary
Family firms are characterized by an “ability-willingness paradox” (De Massis et al., 2015a,
2015b), whereby their willingness to engage in innovation activities is lower than in
nonfamily firms despite their greater ability to do so (Chrisman et al., 2015). This
“ability-willingness paradox” in family firm innovation captures and synthesizes a number of
conceptual and empirical arguments that have been used to portray, on the one hand, the
unique resources of family firms that may lead to superior competitive advantage in
innovation (Carney, 2005; Sirmon and Hitt, 2003) and, on the other hand, the reasons that
family firms are less willing to innovate (such as risk aversion, non-economic goals and
difficulty in sharing control with nonfamily members). Following these insights, scholars
have started to unearth why some family firms – such as Alessi, Electrolux, Ferrero, Salewa,
and many others – are able to resolve this paradox and excel in innovation (De Massis et al.,
2015a, 2015b).
The paper contributes to this debate by focusing on a particular aspect that may explain
differences in how family firms execute an innovation strategy. In particular, the focus is on
how family firms manage knowledge flows in executing an Open Innovation strategy,
overcoming barriers
to the acquisition and transfer of knowledge via the development of idiosyncratic
capabilities.
Although OI has attracted much interest in the past decade among innovation scholars
(Dahlander and Gann, 2010; Huizingh, 2011), surprisingly little effort has been made to
understand how family firms execute OI and, in particular, how they manage internal and
external knowledge in this execution phase. Some fragmented contributions focus on
specific aspects, such as external technology acquisition (Kotlar et al., 2013) and search
breadth in innovation (Classen et al., 2012). These studies suggest that family firms tend to
prefer using internal knowledge, thus adopting a more closed approach to innovation,
unless specific knowledge management practices are adopted, such as the presence of
intellectual property (IP) mechanisms (Kotlar et al., 2013). However, how family firms use
internal and external knowledge in executing an OI strategy would seem to be an
under-researched topic (Urbinati et al., 2017).
The focus on the execution of an OI strategy is particularly important if considering that
existing research typically assumes that once a strategic decision is taken, execution will
follow (Beer and Eisenstat, 2000; Crittenden and Crittenden, 2008). This is, however, not
always the case, and little is known about how family firm decisions are made and the
processes by which these decisions are implemented (Chrisman et al., 2016). In particular,
the execution of innovation decisions in family firms has not received as much attention in
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scholarly inquiry, even if this issue may be very important to understand the heterogeneity
of innovation performance in family firms (Chua et al., 2012). The limited understanding of
how family firms execute their innovation strategies is thus an important gap in knowledge,
especially in relation to OI.
In an attempt to fill this gap in understanding the execution of OI in family firms, this paper
presents and discusses an exploratory case study (De Massis and Kotlar, 2014; Yin, 2003).
The case study examines how a family firm that executes an OI strategy has overcome the
barriers to acquiring and transferring internal and external knowledge flows.
……………………………………
4.1 Setting the scene: Loccioni
Established in 1968, Loccioni is a family firm that is world-renowned as a high-tech solution
provider of tailored quality-testing systems in several sectors from health care to energy.
Today the company has almost 400 employees (50 per cent with a university degree, 7 per
cent with a PhD), an annual turnover of €70m and three international branches in China,
Germany and the USA.
Loccioni’s strategy has always focused on three main pillars: strong attention to people,
central role of the territory and the importance of co-developing processes with customers.
Since its founding, Enrico Loccioni, founder and current owner, has used an
entrepreneurial model based on knowledge development and people’s professional
growth, recognizing the territory and its actors as the main engine of the firm’s
development, creativity and competitiveness. The international branches were established
in recent years to remain closer to their end customers.
The family firm’s mission is to “integrate ideas, people and technologies to transform data
into values”. To pursue its mission, Loccioni has organized itself around five main BU,
namely, Industry, Energy, Environment, Mobility and Human Care, each with its own R&D,
and two emerging units, Train and Transport and Electronics. All the BUs have
measurement as their general core competence, but each has a specific set of capabilities
in a specific field. Moreover, a cross-functional unit, SUMMA, created in 1992, aims to build
transversal competencies in different fields. Specifically, six functions can be distinguished
in SUMMA (People, Marketing, Production, Logistics, Administration and Research for
Innovation [RforI]). RforI consists of a group of 15 researchers tasked with exploring new
technical fields and participating in European projects. Since 2014, the company also has
a business innovation function, currently consisting of six people, created with the vision to
develop new businesses. The firm invests 5 per cent of revenues in R&D.
All family members are employed in the firm, but non-family members also serve on the top
management team (TMT). In particular, the TMT consists of Enrico Loccioni, founder and
owner, his son Claudio Loccioni, engineer, who joined the family firm in 2004 and created
he Human Care division, Gino Romiti and Renzo Libenzi who are, respectively, Innovation
Director and General Manager of SUMMA, Cristina Cristalli, bioengineer, who has worked
at Loccioni since 1998 and is head of RforI, Tommaso Puerini, engineer, who entered
Loccioni as a project manager in 2003, then became a key account manager between
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2005 and 2008, and today is head of Business Innovation.

4.2 Open innovation in Loccioni
This section begins by describing the role of the founder, Enrico Loccioni. The founder and his
family have been crucial in shaping and infusing the values of the firm and setting the longterm
direction. The family has always paid particular attention to change and innovation. Since
Enrico Loccioni founded the firm, the firm has grown spurred by four main values: energy,
imagination, responsibility and tradinnovation. These values are strongly and consistently
promoted in the founder’s and managers’ speeches, in memos, websites and press releases.
Energy refers to the passion and motivation at the base of any “knowledge company” (another
label often used by Loccioni to define itself). Imagination refers to the ability to look forward:
according to Enrico Loccioni, this requires looking beyond what is currently being seen to
create the future (as an example, see the video on The 2KM of Future[1]). Responsibility is
about acting based on the awareness that everything that is done now has a consequence on
the future. Finally, tradinnovation stresses the importance of linking tradition in terms of the
rural culture and experiences that characterize each local context to innovation. The Loccioni
website (www.loccioni.com) states:
We are an open company; open to young people and to long experienced ones, to customers,
suppliers, competitors, to the scientific and public community. Openness nourishes the
continuous longing for depth, new knowledge, will to change, innovation. Openness enhances
the creation of new businesses, the development of new technologies, facilitating relations
andthe creation of international excellence networks, with whom to design future markets and
technology applications.
Loccioni’s OI capacity can be understood in terms of number of new ventures created (80
spinoffs), patents owned (in 2015, 24 patent families) and an impressive number of
collaborations with 21 universities, 7 research and technological centers as well as
educational institutions and retired collaborators.
The following section analyses how the family firm has overcome some of the critical
barriers to knowledge acquisition and transfer in executing its OI strategy. The analysis
reveals that the family firm faced specific barriers to managing knowledge flows and
leveraged its idiosyncratic characteristics (linked to the concepts of non-economic goals
and social capital) to develop two distinctive capabilities that allowed overcoming these
barriers. Figures 2 and 3 report the data structure, whereas some representative quotations
from the case are presented in Appendix 2.
4.3 Barriers to knowledge management in the implementation of open innovation
The barriers to the management of knowledge flows that Loccioni faced in executing its OI
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strategy are described next. Loccioni has dedicated substantial attention to all aspects
linked to the implementation of OI. The firm is extremely sophisticated in its choice of
knowledge sources and partners and is very demanding in terms of knowledge transfer
beyond the firm’s boundaries. Starting from the data structure reported in Figure 2, the
authors examine in detail the barriers to knowledge acquisition and integration that
emerged from the case.
4.3.1 Barriers to knowledge acquisition: the inventor syndrome. With regard to the main
barriers to knowledge acquisition, previous research has stressed the relevance of two
barriers: the NIH syndrome and the difficulty in valuing and assimilating external
knowledge. Instead, the evidence in this study suggests that a greater barrier to external
knowledge acquisition for Loccioni is the so-called “inventor syndrome”. The “inventor
syndrome” refers to the overcapacity to internally develop new ideas and acquire external
ideas, paired with the difficulty in selecting which ideas should be pursued. According to
the interviews, Loccioni’s employees have a widespread attitude to come up with new
ideas deriving from the fact that the family has always invested in individual creativity,
organizing several training programs and seminars. For example, the family firm organizes
7,000 h of training per year. These investments have fostered an organizational climate that
supports individual creativity. However, during the interviews, both the TMT and employees
recognized the need to select the knowledge to acquire and the ideas/problems to focus
on. As one of the interviewees stated:
We need to be economically sustainable, we need to create value. [. . .] We need to
understand if there is business beyond.
Consequently, according to Enrico Loccioni, it is important to focus on those ideas that are
valuable for the firm. An example is the experience of one interviewee who mentioned
several projects pursued with local high schools. In this case, the firm leaves the schools
as much freedom as possible in developing their ideas and projects and then selects what
is actually important for the future of the family firm.
It is the number that counts. Among the huge quantity of ideas and projects that arrive at our
firm, there is always something that creates value.
4.3.2 Barriers to knowledge transfer: lack of intra-firm formalization, partners’ selection and
inter-firm knowledge transfer mechanisms. Loccioni has faced challenges with respect to
knowledge transfer on two levels: within the firm’s boundaries and beyond the firm’s
boundaries. As regards knowledge transfer within the firm’s boundaries (i.e. intra-firm), the
qualitative account revealed one main difficulty, i.e. a lack of intra-firm formalization in
transferring knowledge. The firm has faced challenges in establishing formal knowledge
transfer rules and procedures within its boundaries, in particular, difficulties in monitoring
and communicating competences among employees. As the informants noted during the
interviews, in the past, when the firm was still an SME, the lack of rules and procedures was
not a problem, as the family firm was small enough and every employee knew what
everyone else was doing. However, the same informants recognize that as the firm’s size
increased, the same rules and procedures gradually became a constraint. The interviews
reveal that the main barrier to knowledge sharing has been the lack of formal
communication channels to inform each about the activities and competences of others.
Management is extremely aware of the relevance of formal knowledge sharing channels.
The interviews also suggest that there are high expectations of the development of
formalization channels, such as those that RforI[2] plans to achieve. As one of the nonfamily
managers said:
Even the peacocks that are in our garden need to know what Research for Innovation (RforI) is
doing [. . .] Otherwise, I risk losing opportunities when I go to the client”.
The lack of intra-firm formalization of knowledge transfer mechanisms is seen as
particularly crucial for RforI, which has always been involved in EU projects. When these
projects are concluded, in the absence of a proactive exploitation strategy, the results of
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such projects risk remaining on the shelves. During the interviews, the managers indicated
that in the past, the firm has missed exploitation opportunities, and one of the informants
acknowledged that more could be done in terms of cross-fertilizing the technologies
developed. On the other side, transferring knowledge beyond the firm’s boundaries (i.e.
inter-firm) is particularly challenging. First, Loccioni is highly demanding in selecting
partners, looking for those that not only share the same language and values, but are also
culturally aligned. As Cristina Cristalli noted:
It is difficult to find the right person to collaborate with. Not a lot of people appreciate open
innovation.
Moreover, according to the informants, local universities are not always able to provide
an appropriate learning program. This forces the firm to look for distant partners. As one
of the top managers stated, it is not always easy to align interests with local university
partners:
The firm is growing at a very fast pace, it is diversifying its areas of expertise and often the
Marche region alone does not provide an adequate learning offering. The firm is then forced to
look for talents across its regional boundaries.
Second, there is a lack of formal knowledge transfer mechanisms beyond the firm’s
boundaries. Specifically, there is scarce use of formal IP protection, and the firm does not
license out its technologies. Claudio Loccioni recurrently stated that the family firm does not
like to use licensing-out as an approach to outbound OI. Traditionally, the IP management
strategy in Loccioni is driven exclusively by the family’s desire to maintain control over its
technological trajectories. In OI terms, the fear of losing control over the technology
trajectory is known as the “not-sold-here” syndrome (Lichtenthaler et al., 2010). The firm is
the assignee of 24 patents families that protect technologies considered critical for the
future of the business and does not seek formal IP protection for technologies that are not
deemed essential. This attitude toward patenting partly explains why the firm does not
license out its technologies.
4.4 Capabilities in Loccioni
The case study also reveals two firm-level capabilities that Loccioni has developed over
time, here labelled “imprinting” and “fraternization”. The development of these two
capabilities is strictly related to Loccioni’s nature as a family firm. Starting from the data
structure reported in Figure 3, the next section describes these capabilities in detail.
4.4.1 Imprinting. The first capability that emerged from the evidence is labelled “imprinting”
and refers to the family firm’s capability to bringing the founding family’s values and
approach to knowledge search and innovation culturally close to employees. Imprinting
allows the family approach to be fully understood and reduces the risk of low integration of
knowledge flows due to rejection or lack of understanding of family values, cultural gaps
and ineffective information transfer from the family to the business circle. Emerging from the
data is that this search and innovation approach is driven by Enrico Loccioni and his
family’s non-economic goals; seeking profits and increasing the financial wealth of the
family has never been their main goal. Rather, the firm’s founder wanted to foster an
environment with people who share and pursue his family values. As Enrico Loccioni
stated:
The reason for doing business is to build something that lasts over time. We want to leave [the
world] to the new generations better than we have found it.
These family values are infused into every aspect of the family firm and conveyed to every
member. As one young interviewee who spent her internship at Loccioni noted:
During my first day, I received a lot of books about Loccioni. Moreover, a young lady from the
“People” department introduced me to the family values and showed me all the facilities and
the stories behind them. Since the first day, I could perceive the great importance Loccioni
gives to the family firm’s cultural and emotional aspects.
In terms of external knowledge acquisition, Enrico Loccioni’s imprinting is evident in the
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firm’s knowledge search process whereby he transfers to his employees a “method” toward
innovation. This method consists of three elements. First, the company must look for
customers that are number one on the market; it is no coincidence that the firm’s customers
include multinationals such as Samsung and Bosch. Second, people should pay attention
to local resources as a source of innovation. Third, each individual should consider the firm
as a social good. The firm is in fact responsible for local development and has a role in
society. This is in line with the fact that according to Enrico Loccioni, money and personal
profit should not be the drivers of the firm’s activities. As one of the interviewees noted, the
company wants to make “profit” but in its Latin meaning:
The word profit comes from the Latin verb pro-facere that means “in order to continue to do”.
Consequently, for us, profit means creating wealth for future generations, and we reinvest this
wealth in the firm in such a way that the firm continues to pursue its activities. This profit is
reinvested in the territory in order to make the world better.
According to the informants, the family has the role of “warrantor” in transmitting these
values. Enrico Loccioni and his family are always involved in the firm and committed to all
critical issues. This is evident when considering that the family makes strategic longer-term
decisions, thus maintaining control over the firm’s technological trajectory. These decisions
are taken with the help of the TMT. Put differently, the “not-sold-here” syndrome prevails for
all technologies that are considered “distinctive” (Di Minin et al., 2010; Prahalad and Hamel,
1990). Moreover, the family is always present within the firm and remains committed to
solving critical issues when they arise. The family does not act as a “coercive” problem
solver but rather an “inspiring” problem-solver. One of the informants noted that employees
make decisions not because a family member says they must (coercively) do something
but because the family member serves as the trigger for a new, deeper and more
conscious decision-making process.
The family presence within the firm facilitates the dissemination of the founders’ values. The
family is the guarantee of the transmission of values. Tommaso Puerini, Head of Business
Innovation, clarifies:
The family guarantees the method, the approach, the culture. Within the next 50 years, clients
will change, technologies will change, competences will change. However, our approach, our
culture, our values and the Loccioni “method” toward innovation must not change.
4.4.2 Fraternization. Our case evidence reveals a second capability that Loccioni has
developed labelled “fraternization”. This refers to the firm’s capability to develop stable and
long-term relationships with employees and outside partners by devoting continuous
attention to capitalizing on existing relationships and building trust in social interactions,
both within and beyond the firm. While the imprinting capability derives from the
non-economic goals that drive and inspire family firm behavior, fraternization results from
the distinctive traits of the family’s and the family firm’s social capital.
Loccioni has built this capability through three main processes. First, the firm has
incentivized the diffusion of past experiences through developing innovation stories.
Communicating past experiences eases the information flow by supporting the creation
of innovation memories. Loccioni’s managers strongly believe that storytelling not only
creates a memory of innovation but also is a tool to connect individuals. Although the
family is not the main character of these stories, which all center around innovation,
family members play a pivotal role in disseminating these. More precisely, at the core
of the stories are the experiences of individuals with innovation. Innovation is not only
about new products, new business models or materials but also about the organization,
narrating what has worked and what has not. As an example, one of the employees
noted:
When I arrived, I noticed that the firm cares a lot about stories. Often people have told me to
talkwith one person rather than another since he/she has had direct experience and this could
helpme. Past episodes bring us what the family firm has done in the past and suggest the main
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pillars we should care about.Reinforcing this statement, the founder observed that it is
important to have an “archive ofexperiences”:
Innovation without an archive is not innovation. A percentage of the things that we are doing
have already been done. But we need to be curious. Consequently, the archive represents the
basis for searching things that have been done in the past, in different contexts. The principles
are always the same.
Recently, the firm introduced what they call “pillole serali” [evening pills]. On average once
a week for 30-45 minutes, employees are invited to listen to colleagues who share their
experiences and knowledge about a specific topic, which may be technology-, corporateor
market-related.
Second, a key mechanism in developing internal relationships is delegation. To better
coordinate the various activities of the firm, Enrico Loccioni and his family use delegation
mechanisms (e.g. through empowering practices) for both family and nonfamily members.
For example, all BUs have a nonfamily manager (with the exception of Healthcare run by
Claudio Loccioni). Delegation allows the firm more flexible and faster decision-making and
is linked to autonomy and responsibility. A key nonfamily informant noted:
Everyone is free to choose and say what he/she thinks, but simultaneously we have a lot of
responsibilities.
Consequently, each individual has autonomy and takes responsibility for what he/she is
doing. As one of the family members noted:Individuals must be left free to pursue what they
think is the best option to pursue.In this context, the family has the role of “controller” but
without being invasive. Moreover,delegation mainly concerns operational decisions. Strategic
decisions, as emphasized bythe control mechanisms, are taken by the family and the TMT,
particularly with regard tovery long-term strategic decisions.
There is governance that lasts a life! There is a “continuity” of approach. This is the biggest
guarantee of a family firm. As an example we can cite the Flumen project. The family has
decided to secure the Esino river. This river, statistically, floods every 100-150 years, the ROI
willbe seen in the next 100-150 years. I cannot image any manager making such kind of
investment, except the family.
Third, Enrico Loccioni has established long term relationships with several partners. First,
Loccioni supports entrepreneurial activities within the firm. Enrico Loccioni has, for
example, supported over 80 startup firms founded by employees. For the family firm, these
spinoffs are a means of transferring the family firm’s culture beyond its boundaries. As
emerged during the interviews, these firms share the family’s values and led to developing
trustful relationships between Loccioni and external partners. Loccioni has developed over
time a network of past customers and stakeholders and pays significant attention to
maintaining this network alive and treating each member of the network as if they were part
of the family. There is significant attention to the development of local connections driven
by the founding family’s attachment to the territory. Enrico Loccioni is aware of the family
firm’s role as connector (broker) in the network of excellence. As Enrico Loccioni noted:
We need to work with the best, with number one companies, first in the territory [. . .] and
thenin the world [. . .] But we make them feel part of the family.
As one of the nonfamily interviewees observed:I would like to tell you about my first meeting
with Enrico Loccioni. He asked me why I was thereand why I decided to go there, my story and
background. Finally, he told me that everything thatis carried out within the firm aims at
improving the wellbeing of people and the environment. Thisrequires effort and a very
accurate selection of partners, but allows Loccioni to start long term
collaborations and achieve sustainable and non-economic growth.
4.5 How do the family firm capabilities help overcome knowledge management barriers?
To help make sense of the various concepts and their relationships in the data, the authors
constructed Figure 4, which summarizes the findings and illustrates how these two
distinctive capabilities of family firms prove useful to overcoming knowledge management
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barriers in executing an OI strategy. As Figure 4 illustrates, imprinting is particularly crucial
to overcoming barriers in the acquisition of knowledge, whereas fraternization is especially
helpful in overcoming barriers in the transfer of knowledge.
The imprinting capability helps surmount the inventor syndrome, which refers to the
overcapacity in developing new ideas internally, acquiring ideas externally, and the
difficulty in selecting which ideas to pursue. This imprinting capability helps managers and
employees conquer knowledge acquisition barriers via two main mechanisms.
First, family values help filter ideas. The interviews highlight that all Loccioni employees are
familiar with the founder’s and his family’s core values, whereas the managers share these
same values. The interviewees noted that the family values of energy, imagination,
responsibility and tradinnovation are deeply embedded in their minds. The founder and the
TMT continuously disclose these values, also in press releases and other forms of
corporate communication. As one of the nonfamily interviewees pointed out:
One reason why managers share the same family values relies on the fact that they have
actively participated in the creation and diffusion of the values.
Managers know how to distinguish the ideas that are in line with the family firm’s values from
those that are not. In particular, tradinnovation acts as a filter of ideas and has a central role
in guiding Loccioni’s selection processes and which projects to focus on. A recent example
is Bosch. As one of the interviewees stated:
Yesterday, we began a project with Bosch. We had alternatives available. But we have chosen
Bosch. Bosch is a customer that completely represents what we mean by tradinnovation: it
exists since 130 years, has a huge corporate culture, still embeds the entrepreneurial soul with
respect to both technological values and the corporate environment. [. . .] Tradinnovation has
led us to work with this customer. Tradition and innovation are two aspects that together
ensure continuity for us.
By following the family firm’s imprinting, managers are led by two drivers when searching
for and selecting ideas. First, they tend to adopt a local search process, i.e. preferring local
sources of knowledge when such knowledge is locally available. An example is the LEAF
Community, a project that Loccioni has developed since 2008. For this project, the family
firm relies on local partners and sources of knowledge and then involves other big players
sharing the firm’s attention to quality and respect for the environment. LEAF House is one
of the building blocks of this project. This is a smart-house linking domotics with traditional,
local building regulations (e.g. energy efficiency and waste minimization) and principles
(i.e. energy and water autonomy). The informants noted that in developing LEAF House
they looked for trustful partners who could espouse the value of creating something with no
impact on the environment as well as offering the most comfortable solutions for end
customers. Moreover, managers evaluate whether the ideas are valuable (in the long term)
for the family firm by asking: Does this idea allow the family firm to develop? Is the pursuit
of this idea in line with the family’s values and Loccioni’s mission? Loccioni aims to develop
competences and technologies that can provide social benefits to the territory. As one of
the interviewees stated:
The idea is to develop technology here, with small companies that help us. We prefer to be
proactive rather than reactive, to create a local filière, to stimulate it. We do not want to
becomea production site, but to remain a knowledge-based company that socially contributes
to thedevelopment of its territory.
In another informant’s words:
Values do not provide a solution. But values help in finding the solution. The family does not
takeoperative decisions, but gives you the tools to make decisions.
Second, longer-term decisions on which ideas should be pursued are taken by the TMT. In
particular, the family and the TMT, which is dominated by family members, are committed
to selecting the technologies and projects to pursue in the long run. In other words, while
short-term decisions are taken at the single BU level, strategic longer-term decisions are
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always taken by TMT and consequently the family members. However, this does not
prevent employees from sharing their ideas with the TMT and the family. Rather, they know
that their ideas will be evaluated by the most experienced people in the firm in light of the
family’s values. As the TMT choses the future scope of business activities, the ideas chosen
are in line with the family firm’s longer-term, non-economic goals. Consequently, the family
“controls” and intervenes (with the TMT) on strategic longer-term decisions while granting
high autonomy for shorter-term decisions.
With regard to knowledge transfer, the family firm relies on its fraternization capability.
Concerning the focus on knowledge transfer within the firm’s boundaries, several
managers stated that the founder and the family incentivize sharing experiences through
elaborating innovation stories. These stories help transfer knowledge within the firm,
allowing people to share experiences, values, perspectives and outcomes, as well as
helping to monitor and communicate past projects and competences among employees.
Moreover, these stories have increased the sense of identity and attachment to the firm. To
a certain extent, the diffusion of such stories has allowed individuals within the organization
to reduce reliance on informal meetings as the main opportunity for internal knowledge
sharing. All employees communicate and promote what they have done. As one of the
nonfamily managers noted:
The social capital, the trustful relationships of Loccioni are important for the creation of new
businesses. Indeed, it can happen that useful contacts for that specific new business are
already in the firm thanks to another older business unit. The fact that Loccioni is active in
different fields and sectors facilitates the growth and consolidation of such a big network [. . .]
We all feel part of a big family.
Second, the delegation mechanisms facilitate the transfer of knowledge both within and
outside the firm. The interplay between imprinting and delegation allows managers to make
decisions autonomously that are in line with the values imprinted by the founding family.
Thanks to delegation, managers are able to make timely decisions on how to transfer
projects within the firm’s boundaries. Delegation and the ensuing empowering mechanisms
are essential for operational decisions. Moreover, empowered managers can directly deal
with external partners without requiring the family’s approval. Delegation also enhances the
sense of attachment to the family firm, thus nurturing a strong sense of trust.
Third, the development of a trustworthy ecosystem of partners facilitates knowledge
exchange. First, incentivizing entrepreneurial activities (i.e. starting up new businesses)
ensures that knowledge is better exploited. According to many informants, Loccioni has
been able to orchestrate the resources of the territory, creating an ecosystem consisting of
spin-offs and a network of local and distant partners that share the family’s values. Enrico
Loccioni stated that one of his main goals is to spur the entrepreneurial activities of his
employees (what he calls “family intrapreneurship”). As an illustrative example, an
interviewee mentioned that a few years ago, Loccioni developed a technology to evaluate
the structural integrity of GPL tanks. At a certain point, the firm decided that this market was
not crucial to the development of core competences and decided to abandon the business.
However, due to their individual passion and entrepreneurial spirit, two of Loccioni’s
employees decided to create their own company based on this technology. Today, this
company has over 50 employees and is a growing business. Loccioni not only supported
this spinoff but also is particularly proud of it, and this company has now become a trustful
partner.
Thus, the firm’s reliance on its strong social capital has facilitated the development of a
trustworthy network of partners. The selection of partners is crucial for managers, as
Cristina Cristalli noted:
The firm can count on several long-term relationships developed over time and pays
considerable attention to fostering networks of past employees, customers and partners.
Some of the interviewed managers stressed the importance of the network of projects such
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as SilverZone (network of retired partners who share their knowledge and experience), the
Nexus project (network of local enterprises), the BlueZone and U-Net projects (two projects
intended to involve high school students and universities, respectively). Knowledge
transfer is easier and quicker within the networks that the firm has nurtured over time, where
every member feels part of the “family”: all parties share the same language and values. As
Claudio Loccioni noted, knowledge transfer occurs through traditional mechanisms based
on a handshake and experience, “we trust each other and do not need to sign contracts”.
Supporting the creation of spinoffs is an assurance for the founding family that these new
ventures will be inspired and driven by values and goals that are similar to the family’s. As
Claudio Loccioni stated:
It is a sort of certification of experience. Whether that person will continue to work with us or
not,he will probably set up a lab that will be similar to our labs, he will probably look for similar
suppliers and in any case his behavior will be inspired by our family values.
This is a particular aspect of Loccioni: individuals with the ambition to start their own
business have an extraordinary tutor – the family founder – and the family as a whole is
willing to share its experiences, whereas the firm assures its support in the spinoff’s early
years.
Moreover, managers recognize that knowledge may be transferred in different ways than
formal IP protection. In particular, Loccioni pursues an open service innovation strategy
and co-development with its customers. This allows the firm to rely more on trust rather than
on formal IP implementation. For example, Lab@AOR is a public–private partnership for
innovation in healthcare between Ancona University Hospital and the HealthCare BU with
the aim of innovating technologies, processes, buildings and empowering people. Since
2007 (when the project was launched), the aim of Lab@AOR is to develop a comprehensive
approach to innovation in healthcare. In this context, the firm has relied on trust and
long-term relationships with local partners rather than on the formalization of a strict IP
regime. Another example is the KITE Lab (knowledge-intensive testing environment). The
KITE Lab has been created by Loccioni in 2016 to conduct test campaigns (including
component characterization, advanced benchmarking of products and challenging
measurements for product development) and develop innovation with and for its clients.
5. Discussion and conclusion
The Loccioni case study offers some insights into the family firm’s distinctive capabilities
that allowed it to overcome the barriers to knowledge acquisition and transfer in executing
an OI strategy. These distinctive capabilities, labelled imprinting and fraternization, are
theoretically rooted in two distinctive family firm traits, namely, the existence of
non-economic goals (Gómez-Mejía et al., 2007; Kammerlander and Ganter, 2015; Kotlar
and De Massis, 2013; Miller et al., 2015) and their unique social capital (Arregle et al., 2007;
Pearson et al., 2008; Yli-Renko et al., 2001).
The study illustrates how the family firm’s imprinting helps overcome the inventor syndrome,
which emerges as a distinctive barrier to knowledge acquisition in family firms. This barrier
relates to innovation processes overall, regardless of their open or closed nature. However,
this syndrome is particularly exacerbated in those firms embracing OI because they will
likely face the complexity of managing both internal and external knowledge flows. The
case evidence reveals that the imprinting capability is linked to the concept of
socioemotional wealth (Miller et al., 2015; Gómez-Mejía et al., 2007). Miller et al. (2015) note
that several non-economic goals drive a controlling family’s behavior, such as
considerations of community contribution, family reputation, social status, nurturing
parochial family desires and creating an evergreen organization for the new generation.
Here, the non-economic goals are linked to preserving and improving the territory,
innovating in respect of tradition and creating an evergreen organization characterized by
a strong identity shaped by the controlling family. In particular, Enrico Loccioni aims for a
positive impact on the surrounding territory and innovating responsibly. In so doing, the firm
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recognizes traditions and local resources as sources of knowledge as well as the
importance of external stakeholders.
The term “imprinting” refers to the “conditions at the time of an organization’s founding”
(Boeker, 1989, p. 492). According to strategic management literature, the conditions at the
time of foundation affect the way firms react, changing their strategic choices or remaining
inert and preserving their strategy when facing environmental changes (Boeker, 1989). The
founder’s vision and values (Garcìa-Alvarez and Lòpez-Sintas, 2001) are imprinted in and
adopted by the second generation. This assures a sense of “stable” change and long-term
strategic criteria (Hsu and Chang, 2011). The founder’s values help identify the knowledge
to acquire, the problems to solve, the ideas to focus on. The case illustrates that imprinting,
i.e. the capability to bring the founding family’s values and approach to knowledge search
and innovation culturally close to employees, is driven by the controlling family’s
non-economic goals, and these distinctive goals direct the firm’s behavior in filtering ideas,
selecting longer-term ideas and shaping the search process, thus helping the firm
overcome the “inventor syndrome”.
A second key finding derives from fraternization, i.e. the capability to develop stable and
long-term relationships with employees and outside partners, by devoting continuous
attention to capitalizing on existing relationships and building trust in social interactions.
The term fraternization derives from the Latin word frater (i.e. brother) and refers to turning
someone who does not belong to the family into a brother, implying a family-like association
with nonfamily members. This capability is enacted by the family firm’s unique bundle of
social capital. Family firms provide a unique context to create strong social capital
constituted by the firms’ network ties, shared vision and language, trust, norms, obligations
and identification. These resources lead to easier information access and greater
associability (Pearson et al., 2008). Social capital increases trust and consequently
facilitates knowledge transfer mechanisms, both within and between the firm’s boundaries.
Social capital is recognized as an important resource for family firms (Pearson et al., 2008;
Sirmon and Hitt, 2003).
This case study illustrates three ways to facilitate knowledge transfer. First, exchanging
internal knowledge and experiences (via shared stories); in this respect, the findings add
to Kammerlander et al.’s (2015) study on how founder or family stories affect innovation in
family firms.
Second, knowledge transfer is facilitated by delegation mechanisms rendering the firm
more flexible and quicker in dealing with the dynamic markets it competes in. Moreover, the
co-existence of family members over two generations and (non)family members in the TMT
enables the firm to simultaneously maintain strong family values and a professionalized
management team capable of mobilizing and coordinating the firm’s internal and external
resources.
Third, the firm has carefully created a trustful network with external partners and relies on
unconventional and informal knowledge transfer mechanisms. This allows the firm to create
an environment characterized by trust and long-term relationships where every member of
the network feels part of the family. Social capital is a crucial resource for knowledge
management (Yli-Renko et al., 2001) and facilitates sharing and using tacit knowledge
(Holste and Fields, 2010). The firm highly relies on its own tacit knowledge (Nonaka, 1994)
and on the strong relationships it has formed over the years with past collaborators and
partners. Trust and longer-term relationships help the firm select partners that are in line
with the family’s vision and values and create a common language among them. The
network of partners is already familiar with Loccioni’s culture and modus operandi.
Moreover, the case suggests that a family firm can transfer knowledge in less conventional
ways. Family firms are developing new forms of appropriation and knowledge transfer. In
this case, deploying competitive advantages in unique forms such as supporting spin-offs,
family-stimulated entrepreneurial initiatives and relying on co-development with partners
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rather than licensing out. This family firm has been able to create a new diffused model of
knowledge transfer that does not reside in traditional knowledge protection mechanisms
but in new business models that span the firm’s boundaries and enable the creation of
ecosystems led by the family firm.
In family firms, knowledge management requires a balance between the need to maintain
control over technologies and exploit external and internally unused technologies. The first
is guaranteed by the controlling role exercised by the family, whereas the second is
enabled by delegation mechanisms. In particular, the imprinting (particularly the warranting
the transmission of family values mechanism) and fraternization (particularly the delegation
to nonfamily members mechanism) capabilities would seem to balance each other. On the
one hand, the imprinting capability allows the family to maintain control and shape the firm’s
exploration processes. The family is present and provides guidance to overcome the
inventor syndrome. On the other hand, the family’s relational capability allows the firm to
share knowledge within the firm’s boundaries, makes timely decisions through delegation
mechanisms and exploits knowledge through recourse to a trustworthy network of partners.
Consequently, this case study illustrates the successful trade-off between maintaining core
knowledge and exploiting it to take advantage of OI. This may shed light on the
ability-willingness paradox, whereby family firms pursue non-economic goals (willingness)
and simultaneously use delegation (ability) in implementing an OI strategy.
This paper integrates two research streams, i.e. OI and family firms, illustrating and
exploring how a family firm may leverage its distinctive traits in acquiring and transferring
knowledge during the execution of an OI strategy (Grant, 1996; Teece, 2007;
Easterby-Smith and Prieto, 2008). This study extends previous research in a number of
ways. First, it provides empirical evidence on the challenges entailed in executing an OI
strategy in a family firm. By focusing on the execution phase, the paper attempts to bridge
a gap in innovation research and particularly research on innovation in family firms, which
stresses that an OI strategy is likely to improve firm performance, but underemphasizes
how the execution of such a strategy can make the difference between success and failure.
Second, the empirical evidence points to the existence of a barrier to knowledge
acquisition in the family firm, i.e. the inventor syndrome, which existing OI research has thus
far not explored (Lichtenthaler and Ernst, 2006; Verbano et al., 2015; Salter et al., 2014).
Overcreativity represents a problem in closed innovation contexts and is exacerbated in
open contexts. As Verganti (2016 and 2017) notes, managers need to capture the most
promising opportunities in the overabundance of ideas. The case study illustrates that this
barrier is particularly important in family firms and represents an important contribution to
research on innovation and particularly family firm innovation. Third, the study highlights the
existence of two distinctive capabilities in family firms that are helpful in overcoming
barriers to knowledge acquisition and transfer, labelled imprinting and fraternization. The
qualitative analysis suggests that these should be conceived as a particular subset of
firm-level capabilities enacted by the distinctive resources and traits of family firms. As
such, the exploratory evidence adds to the body of literature on the power or ability of family
firms and the implications on innovation (De Massis et al., 2015a, 2015b) by exploring the
organizational mechanisms that may help overcome the well-known “innovation paradox”
in family firms. Fourth, the qualitative account illustrates how family firms execute OI
strategies, thus advancing understanding of how the distinctive features of a governance
archetype may affect innovation, and more precisely, strategy execution (Chrisman et al.,
2015). Fifth, the study contributes to the growing body of research on the organizational
implications of OI (Bianchi et al., 2016) by focusing on the organizational mechanisms
linked to knowledge transfer in OI processes that affect the successful implementation of
an OI strategy.
As with all studies, this one suffers from some limitations which also provide opportunities
for future research. First, owing to the nature of the research design, the findings cannot be
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statistically generalized without further empirical studies on the execution of OI strategies
in family firms. The insights derive from evidence found in an illustrative and exploratory
case study. Future research is needed to examine the boundary conditions of such
insights. The paper suffers from the typical limitation of single case study research (Gibbert
et al., 2008). As previous research shows, subjectivity due to the researchers’ interpretation
leads to three main problems of accuracy and face validity, discriminant validity and
consistency (Grant and Verona, 2015). Moreover, due to the heterogeneity of family firms
(Chua et al., 2012), future research could adopt a multiple case study design (Eisenhardt
and Graebner, 2007) involving different types of family firms. Second, the study focuses on
family firm-level capabilities, without considering individual family-related capabilities. In
particular, future research might investigate how incoming new generations influence
knowledge management flows. Last, the barriers identified are not exclusively family
firm-related barriers, but they may also characterize nonfamily firms and future research
should investigate how similar barriers are overcome in such firms.
The paper also offers some valuable managerial implications for family firm owners and
managers. In particular, the study suggests that delegation helps family firms not only in
reacting faster to technological change but also in increasing their social capital and
building relational trust. Delegation to nonfamily members is unusual in family firms, where
owners tend to centralize authority rather than ceding power to nonfamily members
(Carney, 2005). Family firm managers are hence encouraged to delegate more power to
nonfamily members when their goals are in line with the controlling family’s goals and
intentions. Moreover, the case study analysis introduces an interesting example of a family
firm that is impacting its institutional context (Wright et al., 2014), thus creating an
ecosystem of actors who not only share knowledge but also are influenced by the
innovation method pursued by the family firm. This is particularly important in highly
dynamic environments, where the capability of acquiring and transferring knowledge
among partners may fasten the innovation process. The Loccioni case should hopefully
clarify the relevance of this institutional perspective for innovation managers. Third, the
paper points to the importance for family firms to clearly identify and diffuse their values,
both within and beyond their organizational boundaries. Family firms with clearly defined
values and able to share a common approach to innovation are likely to face smaller
coordination problems and lower approval costs (e.g. costs incurred in the approval
required for activating new partnerships) – two of the key factors that extant research has
identified as critical for successfully implementing OI (Salter et al., 2014). Accordingly,
owners are advised to purposefully infuse and nurture their values within the organization
over time. Finally, owners and managers should be aware that knowledge might be
diffused in unconventional ways, and new are the paths through which an organization can
profit from it. Traditionally, formal IP protection has been considered as the preferred way
to maintain control over technological trajectories. However, as the case study suggests,
co-development and open service innovation might represent valuable alternatives to
create, share and profit from new knowledge.
Implementing OI is extremely demanding, and there is no easy way or fast track to it.
However, the two distinctive capabilities emerged from this case study seem to “support
the diffusion, sharing and transfer of knowledge within the firm and with the external
environment” (Chiaroni et al., 2010, p. 266), which are at the core of OI, showing that OI is
possible even in the context of family firms.
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